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Topic: Characters 

Who is Scrooge? 

The miserly owner of a London counting-house, a 

nineteenth century term for an accountant's office. 

The three spirits of Christmas visit in hopes of reversing 

Scrooge's greedy, cold-hearted approach to life.

Who is Bob Cratchit? 

Scrooge's clerk, a kind, mild, and very poor man with 

a large family. Though treated harshly by his boss, 

Cratchit remains a humble and dedicated employee. 

Who is Jacob Marley? 

Marley died seven years before the narrative opens. 

He appears to Scrooge as a ghost condemned to 

wander the world bound in heavy chains. Marley 

hopes to save his old partner from suffering a similar 

fate.

Who are the Cratchit 

family? 

Bob Cratchit’s family, are impoverished, hardworking 

and warm-hearted. They help Scrooge see the true 

meaning of Christmas.  

Who is The Ghost of 

Christmas Past? 

The first spirit to visit Scrooge, a curiously childlike 

apparition with a glowing head. He takes Scrooge on 

a tour of Christmases in his past. The spirit uses a cap to 

dampen the light emanating from his head.

Who is The Ghost of 

Christmas Present? 

The second spirit to visit Scrooge, a majestic giant clad 

in a green robe. His lifespan is restricted to Christmas 

Day. He escorts Scrooge on a tour of his 

contemporaries' Holiday celebrations.

Who is The Ghost of 

Christmas Yet To 

Come?

The third and final spirit to visit Scrooge, a silent 

phantom clad in a hooded black robe. He presents 

Scrooge with an ominous view of his lonely death. 

Who is Fred? 
Scrooge's nephew, a hospitable man who loves Christmas. He 
invites Scrooge to his Christmas party each and every year, 
only to be refused by his grumpy uncle.

Topic: Terminology to use when discussing the novella 

What is a stave?
The five staves reflects the structure of a carol and link the 
narrative to the joy of singing. 

What is the narrative 
perspective of the 
novella?

Third Person (Limited Omniscient) - as we are only given insight 
into the thoughts of Scrooge. 

What is an allegory?

A story that has a hidden symbolic meaning. A Christmas Carol 
can be seen as an allegory and Scrooge goes through a 
transformation that stresses the importance of Christian morality 
and the Christmas Spirit. 

How does Dickens 
use metaphors?

Each ghost is a metaphor for an aspect of the Christmas Spirit or 
the importance of leading a good life. 

Why does Dickens rely 
on similes to build 
character arcs?

As early as the first description Dickens uses a range of similes to 
help the reader understand how miserly, misanthropic and 
feared Scrooge is. This makes the transformation even greater at 
the end. 

Topic: Important Contextual Ideas

What aspects of 

Dickens’ life inform 

his choices within 

the novella? 

Whilst he attended school as a child, his father was 

imprisoned for unpaid debts. Dickens went to work at a 

factory and saw first hand the appalling conditions the 

poor had to suffer. The despair, isolation and lack of 

compassion for the poor is a feature of many Dickens 

novel.   

Why is an 

understanding of 

the New Poor Law 

key to exploring 

Victorian poverty?  

The New Poor Law altered the way the poor were helped: 

the only help available was to go to a workhouse. 

Workhouses were designed to be awful places to be to 

discourage people to use them. Many, like Dickens, 

believed the law essentially punished those in need 

instead of helping. 

What were Charles 

Dickens’ views on 

religion? 

Historians have noted that Dickens was more interested 

in the general spirit of religion than following all the 

teachings. He believed that Christianity represented the 

virtues of charity, good will and compassion – something 

he believed his society lacked. 

When was the 

novella written and 

what is the purpose?

Written in 1843, with the intention of drawing readers' 

attention to the plight of England's poor. In the tale, 

Dickens stealthily combines a somewhat indirect 

description of hardships faced by the poor with a heart-

rending, sentimental celebration of the Christmas 

season.

Topic: A Christmas Carol Discourse Markers 

• Dickens introduces the character as…
• Dickens uses…
• Dickens wants to…. 
• Dickens intends to….
• Dickens decided to start with….
• Dickens presents Scrooge as…
• The novella closes/opens with….
• Dickens wants the reader to think 

that…..
• The character is presented as…..by 

Dickens to…..
• Dickens wants the audience/reader to 

understand…
• The character embodies/ represents/ 

Dickens illustrates the idea through…

• The idea of….is presented by Dickens 
through….

• The concept is explored through the use 
of….

• When Dickens uses……..he wants to 
convey the idea that……

• X is portrayed as…….
• A sense of………….is created by
• The audience is aware of…
• Dickens uses allegory to explore...
• The use of similes suggest…
• The character of X is first presented as….
• This is a turning point because……
• Dickens may be trying to show…
• Dickens challenges the audience to….
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Topic: Characters 

Who is Macbeth? A warrior and lord (Thane) who is the tragic hero of the play. 

Who is Lady Macbeth? 
The wife to Macbeth who is both ambitious and manipulative. She 
challenges the Jacobean expectations of women. 

Who is Duncan? The King of Scotland at the start of the play. 

Who is Malcolm? The eldest son to Duncan and the rightful heir to the Scottish throne.

Who is Donalbain? The youngest son to Duncan. 

Who is Macduff? The Thane of Fife who is an antagonist to Macbeth. 

Who is Banquo?
A fellow soldier and thane, like Macbeth, who is part of the witches’ 
prophecies. He is told his descendants will be king. He and his son 
Fleance are seen as a threat to Macbeth. 

Who is Fleance? Banquo’s son 

Who are the witches/weird 
sisters?

The figures responsible for starting the chain of events that end with 
Macbeth’s death. Often seen as the puppet masters, aware of events 
and manipulating others. 

Topic: Terminology to use when discussing the play 

What is a tragic hero?
A tragic hero is a literary character who makes an error in 
judgement that inevitably leads to his/her own destruction.

What term do you use to describe 
Macbeth’s fatal flaw -ambition?

Hamartia 

What is hubris? 
Excessive pride  - a quality that is expected to play a part in 
the downfall of the tragic hero.

What is catharsis? 
The releasing of strong emotions, often fear and pity. 
Expected reaction of the audience at the end of a tragedy. 

What is the difference between a
soliloquy and a monologue?

A soliloquy is when the character speaks his thoughts out 
loud, with only the audience able to hear them.
A monologue is when one character speaks to another, 
speaking without being interrupted for an extended period 
of time.

What is dramatic irony? 
Dramatic irony is when the audience knows something the 
character doesn’t. For example when the audience knows of 
the Macbeth’s plot to kill the king but Duncan is unaware. 

Which character uses paradoxical 
statements and what do they help to 
demonstrate about their character? 

Shakespeare has the witches speak in paradoxical 
statements. These moments help to demonstrate the 
duplicity of them as well as lend an air of mystery to them, 
with the paradoxical statements sounding like riddles. E.g. 
Lesser than Macbeth and greater. 

What is a euphemism? 

A mild or indirect expression used instead of a phrase 
considered too harsh or blunt.
E.g. Shakespeare uses euphemisms when Macbeth discusses 
the murder of Duncan (e.g. the deed) to show his awareness 
of the immorality of his actions. 

What motif is used in the play to explore 
the theme of guilt? 

The reoccurring symbol (motif) of blood is used to explore 
the theme of guilt.

What is regicide? The action of killing a king

Topic: Important Contextual Ideas

What is a patriarchal society? 
A society based on a male dominated power 
structure. 

Who was the first unified King of England and 
Scotland and reigning when Macbeth was written? 

King James 1

What is the divine right of kings? 
The belief that a monarch is subject to no earthly 
authority, deriving his right to rule directly from 
the will of God.

What era was the play first performed in? The Jacobean era. 

What did the contemporary audience think about 
witches? 

They believed they were real; they saw the 
supernatural as a terrifying concept, believing 
witches were messengers for the Devil. 

Topic: Themes

How is ambition presented in the play? 
Ambition is presented as an illness that can consume 
and destroy those it touches. 

How is the supernatural presented in the 
play? 

The supernatural is presented as a pervading force that 
works in mysterious ways. It is presented in various 
forms and is seen to play a role in the tragic downfall of 
Macbeth. 

How is masculinity presented in the play? 

The weighty expectations of gender are explored in the 
play. Lady Macbeth’s character is used to challenge 
certain expectations.
Violence, ruthlessness and courage are all demonstrated 
as expectations of masculinity. 

How is the theme of appearance versus 
reality explored in the play? 

It is a central idea that is explored throughout the play. 
Shakespeare presents the idea that appearances can be 
deceptive and that often the reality behind them is 
unpleasant. 

Macbeth Knowledge Organiser 

Topic: Discourse Markers and Analytical Essay Writing Words

• Firstly
• Secondly 
• Another point/idea
• In contrast
• On the other hand
• Similarly
• This is shown 
• In conclusion

Suggests

Illustrates

Demonstrates

Mirrors

Echoes

Symbolises

Infers

Emphasises



Year 11 Spring 1- Biology



Year 11 Spring 1- Chemistry



Year 11 Spring 1- Physics



Population Pyramids and the Demographic Transition Model

The population is divided up into 5 year gaps. It tells you the number 
of men/women alive in each 5 year gap. It shows a snapshot of the 
population at the time it was created.

What is HIC? High Income Country

What is NEE? Newly Emerging Economy

What is LIC? Low Income Country

What is 
Development?

The process of change for the 
better

What is 
Development 
Indicators?

A measure of development

What is Birth
Rate?

Number of births per 1000 
people

What is Death 
Rate?

Number of deaths per 1000
people

What is Infant 
Mortality Rate?

The number of deaths of 
infants under the age of 1 
per 1000 people

What is Life 
expectancy?

The number of years an 
average person is expected 
to live

What is Access 
to Clean Water?

Percentage of people with 
access to safe drinking water

What is Literacy 
Rate?

Percentage of people with 
basic reading and writing 
skills

What is Gross 
National 
Income?

Total income of a country 
(including money earned 
overseas).

What is Gross 
Domestic 
Product?

Total income of a country 
(excluding money earned 
overseas).

What is Number 
of Years in 
School?

The number of years an 
average person spends at 
school

What is People 
per doctor?

The number of doctors per 
1000 people

What is Human 
Development 
Index?

Used by the UN to determine 
development. It uses literacy 
rate, GDP, life expectancy 
and number of years in 
school.

KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – THE CHANGING ECONOMIC WORLD (part 1)

Causes of the Development Gap
• Social: education is worse in LICs = people do not develop skills = stay poor. 

Less water and it is dirtier in LICs = more disease and death = high death rates.
• Economic: LICs sell cheap primary goods and buy expensive secondary goods = stay poor. HICs 

sell expensive secondary goods and buy cheap primary goods = get richer. HICs have better 
trade links. LICs are in debt.

• Physical: more natural disasters occur in HICs = money spent fixing instead of developing 
country. Extreme climates in LICs = cannot grow crops easily = fewer goods to export. Central 
African countries are landlocked = not easy to trade.

• Historical: Colonialism in 1400s = LICs were exploited by HICs and became reliant on HICs. 
After LICs gained independence, corruption and civil wars occurred. Other countries and 
companies do not want to do business with countries experiencing corruption or civil war. 
Also the governments do not spend money on the things that matter (e.g. food, water, 
education).

Effects of the Development Gap
• Difference in wealth: HICs are richer. The USA’s 

share of global wealth is 35%. Africa’s share of 
global wealth is just 1%.

• Difference in health: there is a higher death rate 
and lower life expectancy in LICs, where 4/10 
children die before 15 years and only 2/10 life 
past 70 years.

• Migration: the movement of people from one 
place to another. People leave voluntarily (e.g. for 
a job or family) or are forced (due to war). An 
economic migrant is someone who chooses to 
leave. A refugee is someone who is forced to 
leave.

AID 
A country receives help from another country 

of NGO, in the form of money, emergency 
supplies, food, technology, skills.

WaterAid (water pumps) or Oxfam’s Goat Aid.

TOURISM
LICs and NEEs can use tourism to generate 

income and improve their healthcare, food, 
water and education. 

Tourism brings Jamaica $2 billion per year (45% 
of its GNI). They use this to develop.

MICROFINANCE LOANS
Very small loans given to locals in LICs to start 
small businesses. They help the economy to 

grown and employment rates to rise.

Grameen Bank in Bangladesh offer low interest 
loans of $100 to develop small businesses.

DEBT RELIEF
HICs reduce the amount of money LICs and 
NEEs have to pay back (reduce interest or 

invested money).

In 2006, the International Monetary Fund 
cancelled the debts owed by 19 LICs.

FAIR TRADE
Ensures the farmers in LICs and NEEs get a fair 
price for their crops and invest money in local 

communities.

Uganda coffee farmers get additional income 
from Fairtrade premium.

INVESTMENT
Countries & TNCs invest money and expertise in 
LICs to increase their profits. It helps LICs with 
employment, income and accessing resources.

Shell and KFC in Nigeria. Also more than 2000 
Chinese companies invest billions in Afria.
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KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – THE CHANGING ECONOMIC WORLD – NIGERIA (part 2)

Nigeria is a newly emerging economy. It is located just north of the equator in west Africa. It borders 
four countries including, Chad, Cameroon, Niger and Benin. The Atlantic Ocean is found along its 
southern coastline. Its two largest cities are Abuja (the capital) and Lagos.
• Since 1990 Nigeria’s population has increased to over 182 million people.
• Since 1990 the number of people living in cities has increased to over 87 million people.

Nigeria's political links

Nigeria's Trade links

Commonwealth It has equal status with all countries in the commonwealth, including the UK

African Union
Economic planning and peacekeeping group with Niger, Chad, Benin and 
Cameroon. It provides troops.

United Nations 
(the UN)

In 2013 Nigeria was the 5th largest contributor of troops for peacekeeping.

ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States is a trading group

CEN-SAD Community of Sahel-Saharan States is a trading group.

Local importance
• Nigeria: fastest growing economy in 

Africa. In 2014 it had the highest GDP in 
Africa and the 3rd largest manufacturing 
industry. 

• Highest agricultural ouput in Africa, 
employing 70% of the population. They 
grow yams, millet and keep livestock.

• Nigeria can act as a role model for other 
African countries who are hoping to 
develop.

Global importance
• Nigeria: fast growing economy.  In 2014 it became 

the world’s 21st largest economy. It is predicted to 
have the world’s highest GDP growth for 2010-15.

• It supplies 2.7% of the world’s oil, making it the 12th

largest producer. It accounts for 14% of Nigeria’s 
GDP and 98% of its exported earnings.

• It has a diverse economy with growth in 
telecommunications and the media.

• Politically global – it is the 5th largest contributor to 
UN peacekeeping missions.

Political Context
Prior to 1960 Nigeria was a British colony. In 

1960 it gained independence. Until 1970 there 
were power struggles and civil wars as groups 

tried to gain power. Since 1999 it has had a 
stable government = lots of foreign investment. 

(China invests in construction in Abuja)
(American companies invest in power)

Social Context
Multi-ethnic – there are many groups of people 

who identify with different cultures and 
traditions (e.g. Yoruba, Hausa and Fulani, Igbo)
Multi-faith – there are many religious groups 
(e.g. Christianity, Islam and traditional African 

religions). This social diversity has often resulted 
in conflicts between different groups.

Environmental Context
North – savannah and semi-desert. In the 

savannah lots of farming occurs (cattle, cotton, 
millet). Drier in the north.

South – rainforest. High rainfall and 
temperatures. Crops – rubber, cocoa, oil palm. It 

suffers from the tsetse fly so not many cattle.

Cultural Context
Music (e.g. Fela Kuti)

Cinema – Nollywood: 2nd largest film industry 
worldwide.

Literature – Wole Soyinka
Sport – winner of African Cup of Nations

Import Telephones. Cars, rice and wheat China, EU, USA, India, Japan

Export
Crude oil (sweet oil) 
Agriculture – rubber, cocoa, cotton

EU, USA, China, India, Indonesia, Brazil

Nigeria’s Changing Economy
Primary – extraction of raw materials (agriculture, mining, fishing)

Secondary – manufacturing industry of raw materials (food processing, clothes)
Tertiary – selling of services and skills (education, health service, transportation)

In 1999 people mainly employed in the primary sector. By 2012 there is a balanced economy with 
similar number of people employed in the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. This is due to: 
• Decline in primary sector: increased used of farm machinery and better pay/better working 

conditions in manufacturing industries.
• Increase in secondary sector – stable government and rise of construction, food production and 

motor manufacturing.
• Increase in tertiary sector – improved trade links = increase in telecommunications and finance
• Increase in tertiary sector – increase in number of people who speak English.

Knock on benefits of rise in manufacturing sector (the multiplier effect)
• Higher income = increase in money to buy goods from Nigerian companies (cars, clothes, etc)
• Higher sales of one product (eg cars) = increase demand for car parts, made by another company.
• Increase in employment and wages = increase in taxes.
• Thriving industrial sector = increase in foreign investments = further economic growth.
• Oil processing chemical by-products (waste products) can be used to make soaps and plastics 

Transnational Corporations in Nigeria

Globalisation: the increase in links between countries and people across the world, which has been 
made easier by improved communications (internet, smart phones) and improved transport 
(airplanes, cargo ships).

Globalisation has led to the creation of TRANSNATIONAL COPORATIONS, which are companies that 
operate in several countries. There are around 40 TNCs in Nigeria. Many have their headquarters in 
the UK, USA or Europe, such as KFC, Unilever and Shell Oil. 

Shell Oil in the Niger Delta

It is an Anglo-Dutch company with its headquarters in the Netherlands. Since oil was discovered in 
the Niger Delta in 1958, Shell has been present in Nigeria. The swampy river delta is very difficult to 
extract oil. Luckily the very rich TNC, Shell, was able to invest huge sums of money and expertise to 
extract the oil.

Advantages Disadvantages 

Increase in jobs. Shell has provided 65,000 jobs and 
a further 250,000 jobs in related industries (e.g. 

companies who make parts for the oil rigs)

People have more money to spend in local shops = 
boosts local economy. 

Country earns money from increased exported
goods and increased taxes. 

TNCs often invest in the local infrastructure and 
education.

Increased demand of products that design parts. 
Shell give 91% of contracts to local Nigerian 

companies

Working conditions/wages in sweat shops are bad.

Oil spills cause water pollution & soil degradation, 
reducing crop production and fishing yields.

Oil flares from oil rigs send toxic fumes into the air.

Local workers are poorly paid.

Much of the profits generated goes abroad to the 
country where the TNC has their headquarters.

Oil Theft and sabotage are big problems in the 
Niger delta. It can cause reduced production levels 
and costings TNCs and the government billions of 

dollars.
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Key Dates

1 What happened 
in 1917?

February Revolution, Tsar’s Abdication, Kornilov Revolt, Bolshevik October 
Revolution

2 What happened 
in 1918-1921?

Russian Civil War fought between the Bolshevik Red Army vs Whites

3 What happened 
in 1924?

Vladimir Lenin’s death

4 What happened 
in 1928?

Joseph Stalin emerges as leader 

Key Words

5 What is Autocracy? The highest social class

6 What is a Bolshevik? Led by Lenin, believed in a small party of dedicated revolutionaries

7 What was the 
Bolshevik 
Revolution?

This took place in October 1917 when the Bolsheviks seized power

8 What was the 
Central Committee?

The highest organisation in the Communist Party

9 What is 
Centralisation?

Control concentrated in the hands of the government in Moscow

10 Who were the 
Cheka/NKVD?

Secret police 

11 What was 
Collectivisation?

Process introduced by Stalin whereby individual farms and land 
were put together and run by a committee

12 What was the 
Constituent 
Assembly?

Assembly or parliament elected for the purpose of drafting new 
constitution [laws]. Abolished by Bolsheviks in January 1918

13 What were the Five 
Year Plans?

Set of targets for industry laid down by the central planning 
organisation, Gosplan

14 What was Food 
Requisitioning? 

The seizure of grain and other food supplies from the countryside 
by the Red Army and the Cheka

15 What was Gosplan? State planning authority which set targets for industries and given 
the task of planning the industrialization of the USSR

16 What is a Gulag? Prison where inmates were punished by forced labour

17 What is 
Industrialisation?

Process of developing key industries, especially heavy industries 
such as coal and iron

18 What were the July 
Days?

When soldiers and industrial workers engaged in spontaneous 
armed demonstrations against the Provisional Government 

Key Words

19 What was a Kulak? Rich farmer or farmer who had benefitted form Lenin’s New Economic Policy 

20 What is a Menshevik? Believed that the members of the Social Democratic Party should be a mass 
organisation which all workers could join

21 What was the Military 
Revolutionary 
Committee?

A body set up by the Social Revolutionaries and the Social Democrats to defend 
Russia against Germany and counter revolution

22 What is a Mutiny? Soldiers rebelling against their officers

23 What was the New 
Economic Policy?

Introduced in 1921 by Lenin to win back the support of the people, this allowed 
private businesses and farms and profits

24 What was the 
Politburo?

The policy making committee of the Communist Party in the Soviet Union

25 What was the 
Provisional 
Government?

The temporary government set up in March 1917 after the Tsar’s abdication  

26 What is a Purge? The systematic removal of enemies through terror

27 Who were the Red 
Guards?

The Bolsheviks own armed forces

28 What is a Revolution? A sudden and drastic change in a societies political, economic or social 
structures. e.g. Marxist view was a violent overthrow of capitalism to be replaced 
by socialism

29 What were Show trials? The trials of prominent politicians or a opponents of the government organised 
to demonstrate Stalin’s power

30 What is Socialism? The belief that all means of production should be owned and run by the 
government for the benefit of everyone and that wealth be divided equally

31 What were the Socialist 
republics?

Communist ruled areas which made up the Soviet Union [USSR]

32 What is a Soviet? An elected council of workers

33 Who were 
Stakhanovites?

Followers of Alexei Stakhanov [a miner who in the 1930s had allegedly moved 
102 tons of coal in one shift] who were dedicated to hard work

34 What was Lenin’s 
Testament? 

Will, Lenin wrote his will and testament criticizing Stalin and recommending Leon 
Trotsky [helped organise Bolshevik Revolution] to be his successor

35 What is Tsarism? Refers to the system of government in Russia which was controlled by one man –
Tsar Nicholas II

36 What War Communism? State control of industry and agriculture

37 Who were the Whites? This was the name given to all those who opposed and fought the Bolshevik Red 
Army during the Russian Civil War

38 What was the 
Zhenotdel?

This was the department of the Russian Communist Party devoted to women’s 
affairs in the 1920s

History Knowledge Organiser: Russia and the Soviet Union 1917-1941



1

What 

happened 

in 1941?

Formation of the Grand Alliance

2 What 

happened 

in 1943?

Tehran Conference

3 What 

happened 

in 1945?

Yalta and Potsdam Conferences

4 What 

happened 

in 1945?

The USA explodes first atomic bombs.

5 What 

happened 

in 1946?

Churchill makes Iron Curtain speech.

6 What 

happened 

in 1946?

Kennan’s long telegram.

7 What 

happened 

in 1947?

Truman Doctrine and Marshall plan launched.

8 What 

happened 

in 1947?

Setting up of Cominform.

9 What 

happened 

in 1948?

Beginning of Berlin Blockade.

10 What 

happened 

in 1949?

Setting up of Comecon.

11 What 

happened 

in 1949?

End of Berlin blockade.

12 What 

happened 

in 1949?

Formation of Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany)

13 What 

happened 

in 1949

Formation of German Democratic Republic (East Germany)

14 What 

happened 

in 1949

Formation of NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation)

15 What 

happened 

in 1955

Setting up of Warsaw Pact.

16 Who was Franklin D Roosevelt? President of USA until 1945.

17 Who was Josef Stalin? Leader of USSR until 1953.

18 Who was Harry S Truman? President of USA from 1945 – 1953

19 Who was Winston Churchill? Prime Minister of UK 1940-1945 and 1951-55

20 Who was Clement Atlee? Prime Minister of UK 1945 – 1951

21 Who was George F Kennan? US Ambassador to USSR

22 Who was Nikolai Novikov? Soviet Ambassador to USA

23 Who was Nikita Khrushchev? Leader of USSR from 1953 to 1964.
1

24 Who was a Bolshevik? Member of the Russia Bolshevik party.

25 What is Communism? Ideology followed by USSR. Believed all property should be shared between the people. State control of 

industry.

26 What is Capitalism? Ideology followed by USA. Believed individuals should be able to become privately wealthy. Private 

ownership of industry.

27 What is Free trade? All countries free to trade with each other without barriers.

28 What was Comecon? Organisation coordinating economies of Soviet satellite states.

29 What was Cominform? Organisation to exchange information between Soviet satellite states.

30 What was Containment? US policy of opposing expansion of Communism into non-Communist countries.

31 What is a coup? A sudden seizure of power from a government.

.32 What is De-Stalinisation? Elimination of the influence of Stalin.

33 What was the H-bomb? A hydrogen bomb. An explosive weapon of enormous destructive power.

34 What was Marshall Aid? US program of economic assistant to Europe after WWII.

35 What was the Marshall Plan? System of loans from USA to European countries to help recovery from WWII.

36 What is NATO? Military defense organization for Western nations.

37 What was the Red Army? The Soviet Army.

38 What is a Satellite state? A country under the domination of a foreign power.

.39 What was a Sphere of 

influence?

Area of the world where one state is dominant.

40 What is a Superpower? A country that has greater influence than most over global events.

41 What was the Truman 

Doctrine?

President Truman;s idea that it was America’s duty to prevent the spread of communism throughout the world.

42 What is the United Nations? International body et up in 1945 to promote peace and global cooperation.

43 What was the Warsaw Pact? A military association between Soviet Union and satellite states.

Year 11 Cold War Knowledge 
Organiser 



Year 11 Sociology Key studies 
1 Writer Question Answer

2 D+M Which sociological perspective do Davis and Moore write from? Functionalist

3 D+M They suggested that for any society survive inequality was necessary, what term is

used for this?

Universal functional necessity 

4 D+M How do we ensure that the most able carry out society’s most important roles? A system of unequal rewards and 

privileges 

5 Devine What concept did Devine test? Privatised instrumentalism 

6 Devine She studied 62 Luton residents using what method? In-depth interviews 

7 Devine What did she find evidence of? Rising living standards 

8 Devine However, she rejected the idea of what? A new working class and 

acceptance of capitalism 

uncritically 

9 Murray Murray writes from which perspective? New Right 

10 Murray He argues that who has become dependent on benefits due to the actions of the

government?

The underclass 

11 Murray He argues that social classes are not based on economic position but what? Culture/ behaviour 

12 Townsend What research method did he use to study over 2000 households? Questionnaires 

13 Townsend What did he devise that included diet, housing, working conditions A deprivation index 

14 Townsend What was his preferred measure of poverty? Relative deprivation 

15 Walby Walby writes from which perspective? Feminist 

16 Walby She defined patriarchy as a system of structures in which men dominate women, She

refers to how many patriarchal structures?

6 

17 Walby She argued that we had moved away from private patriarchy to what? In Western society, public 

patriarchy 

18 Weber Weber rejected whose idea that class was based on only 2 polarised classes? Karl Marx 

19 Weber He argued that the deciding factor with regard to class was what? Market situation 

20 Weber He argued that a social class would share similar what? Life style & life chances 



Year 11 Sociology - Key vocabulary – Social Stratification
Definition Key term

1 The assets and finances someone owns that they have inherited or accumulated over time. Wealth

2 The money a person receives on a regular basis from benefits or wages Income

3 Someone’s position in society and how much power they have, often based on someone’s job Status

4 How far someone can control what happens around them and in society. Power

5 A status or position that someone is born into and does not have to earn e.g. the queen Ascribed

6 A status or position that someone earns through hard work and talent Achieved

7 Marxist term meaning lacking control and power, over life or job Alienation

8 The lowest level of working-class in the 19th century – similar to the underclass of today Lumpenproletariat

9 A change in social position that occurs within someone’s life time e.g. they work hard and move from being a

postman to a doctor

Intra-generational

Social mobility 

10 A change in social position that occurs across two or more generations e.g. a person’s parents could have

manual jobs, but they work hard and become a professional

Inter-generational

Social mobility 

11 The adoption of middle-class values and behaviours by the working class Embourgeoisement  

12 Authority based on inherited status, custom and tradition e.g. the monarchy Traditional 

authority 

13 Obeying a individual or group because we recognise/ agree with the law or rules on which their power rests. Rational legal 

authority

14 When we obey a leader because they have characteristics we admire or believe are exceptional Charismatic legal 

authority

15 This view of democracy believes that the views of many different groups are expressed in modern politics Pluralist view 

16 Groups that seek to influence government policy in the interests of the people they represent Interest groups 

17 A minority group who have power and influence over Elites 

18 A nation state’s essential laws governing the rights of citizens Constitution  

19 An independent geographically located state, whose citizens recognise a common nationalistic identity Nation state  

20 Voting in a particular way out of party loyalty, e.g. traditionally WC voted always voted Labour Partisan alignment 

21 Voting out of self-interest for believing that they will be better off under that government, changing who they

vote for depending on policies

Partisan 

dealignment 



RE - Christianity Beliefs and teachings

What is 

Agape?

Christian love

What is 

Anglican?

A worldwide denomination that includes the Church of 

England

What is 

Apostles 

Creed

A statement of belief from the Early Church

What is 

Ascension?

Jesus being taken up to heaven on the 40th day after 

Easter

What is 

Atonement?

The action of making amends for wrong doing. Being at 

one with god

What is 

Baptism?

Ceremony to welcome a person into the Christian 

religion

What is 

Believer’s 

baptism?

Ceremony to welcome young person/adult into 

Christian religion using full immersion 

What is 

Catechism of

Catholic 

Church?

A summary of Roman catholic teaching

What is 

CAFOD?

A charity, Catholic agency for Overseas development

What is 

Christian aid?

A charity working in the developing world, providing 

long term and emergency aid

What is 

Church army?

An evangelistic organisation founded within the church 

of England

What is the 

Church of 

England?

Protestant church set up by Henry V111-church of state 

in England, rejects papal authority 

What is 

Confirmation?

Initiation ceremony carried out by a bishop bestowing

the gift of the holy spirit

What is 

Corrymeela?

Christian community in N.Ireland, promoting peace and 

tolerance

What is 

Crucifixion?

Capital punishment used by Romans, nailing someone 

to a cross to kill them

What is 

Ecumenical?

Relating to worldwide Christian church

What is 

Eucharist/Mass/ 

Holy communion?

Christian ceremony to recall the last supper, bread and wine 

consecrated and consumed

What is 

Evangelism?

Preaching of the faith in order to convert people to that 

religion

What is Food 

banks?

Charity groups collecting donated food to distribute to the 

poor in Britain

What is 

Fundamentalist?

Christians who take the Bible literally e.g. word for word true

What is Genocide? The deliberate and indiscriminate killing of a group of people

What is Grace? Unconditional love that God shows to people who do not 

deserve it

What is Gospel? Names of the books about the life of Jesus, Matthew, Mark, 

Luke and John

What is Holy land? Land of Israel

What is Infant 

baptism?

Ceremony to welcome a child into the Christian religion

What is 

Incarnation?

God in human form

What is Iona? Island in Scotland, used as a religious retreat

What is Liturgical 

worship?

Church service with a set structure of worship

What is Lord’s 

prayer?

The prayer Jesus taught his disciples to show them how to 

pray

What is Lourdes? Town in France where the Virgin Mary appeared, place of 

pilgrimage

What is Messiah? Anointed one who is seen as saviour by Christians

What is 

Methodist?

Protestant Christian group



Christianity Beliefs and teachings

What is 

Miracles?

Events that have no scientific explanation, 

performed by Jesus in the gospels

What is a 

mission?

Organised effort to spread the Christian message

What is Nicene 

Creed?

A statement of belief used in Christian services

What is Non-

liturgical 

worship?

Informal structure found in some Church services

What is 

Omnipotent?

Idea that God is all powerful

What is Oneness 

of God?

The idea that God is ‘one’

What is 

Ordination?

The process by which someone becomes a priest

What is Orthodox 

church?
A branch of the Christian church

What is 

Penitence?

To feel regret for ones sins

What is 

Protestant?

Branch of the Christian church that broke away 

from the Roman Catholic church

Who are the 

Quakers?

Society of Friends Christian group

What is 

Reconciliation?

The process of making people in conflict friendly 

again

What is 

Resurrection?

The physical return of Jesus on the third day after 

he died

Who are Roman 

Catholics?

The largest Christian group, based in Rome, Pope 

as its leader

What is a 

Rosary?

Set of beads used to count prayers especially in 

the Roman Catholic Church

What is 

Sacrament?

Outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual 

grace

What is 

Salvation?

Saving of the soul from sin

What is 

Sanhedrin?

The ruling council of the Jews in Israel

What is Secular? Relating to worldly as opposed to religious things

Who is St Paul? A man who taught the teachings of Jesus-

originally Saul of Tarsus before his conversion

Who are Street 

Pastors?

Christian organisation of people working on the 

city streets at night caring for people who need 

help or involved in anti-social behaviour

What is 

Tearfund?

Christian charity working to relieve poverty in 

developing countries

What is 

Transubstantiati

on?

Change in the bread and wine to become the body 

and blood of Christ

What is Trinity? Belief in God the father, God the son and God the 

holy spirit 



No Questions Answers 

1 What are images 

made up of?

Computers store images in binary.

Images are made up of pixels. A pixel is a

single dot in an image.

2 How colour are 

represented?

The colour of each pixel is represented by a binary number.
If an image uses 1 bit to represent each colour then it will only have 2 
colours:

3 How many colours 

does 1 bit  image

uses?

This is a 1-bit image so it uses 2 colours. 
0=white and 1=black

3 What is colour 

depth?

Colour depth = the number of bits used for each pixel

4 How many colours  

does 2 bits image

uses?

This is a 2-bit images so it uses 4 colours.
00=white, 01=blue, 10=red, 11=black

5 What is 

Resolution?

Quality of an image, the more pixels,

the higher the resolution, more memory needed

1 megapixel = 1 million pixels

6 What is metadata? Data about data . Metadata is other information stored with the

image e.g. height, width, colour depth.

7 What is data 

Compression?

Compression will reduce the size of a file so that

it takes up less space on the storage device.

8 What is Lossy
Compression?

Permanently removes some of the data from a file to make the file size 
smaller. The file – e.g: an image or sound track – will be a lower quality than 

the original.

9 What is Lossless 

Compression?

Data is temporarily removed from the file and then put back together 

when it is opened. This is good for program files or documents where 

you do not want to lose any content but the files can only be made a 

little bit smaller.

10 What makes the  

image file size 

bigger?

Increasing the colour depth and resolution

increases the size of the image file.

11 How many colours 

does 4 and 24  bit 

image uses?

16 colours  and  24 bit uses 16,777,216 colours (>16 million)

Computer science: Year 11 Spring 1:  Data Representation: Storing Images, Sounds & Characters

No Questions Answers 

12 How sound is recorded? When sound is recorded it is an analogue signal 

(waves). It has to be converted to a digital signal so 

that it can be stored by a computer. This is done by 

sampling.

13 What is sound? Sound is a vibration in the air.

This vibrating wave is called an analogue signal.

Analogue signals are continuously changing.

14 Why analogue signals 

must be converted to a 

digital signal?

For a computer to use them. This is called analogue 

to

digital conversion.

15 What is Sampling? The process of converting analogue to digital 

signals.

16 What is Sample Size?
The number of bits in a sound.

17 What is Bit Rate? The number of bits used per second of sound.

18 What is Sample 

Frequency / rate?

The number of samples taken each second.

Amplitude is the height of the wave

The amplitude is recorded at set intervals of time.

19 How bit rate is 

calculated?

Bit rate = Sampling frequency x sample size.

The higher the bit rate, the higher the quality of 

sound and the larger the file size.
20 What is Characters and 

Character Sets?

A character set is an agreed standard for 

representing

characters and symbols used by computers, so that

computers can ‘understand’ each other.

21 What is ASCII? ASCII = American Standard Coded for Information

Interchange.  ASCII is  7 bit character set. 27 = 128 

characters

22 What is the purpose of 

extended ASCII?

Allows for many more characters to be used than
ASCII such as symbols used in other languages.  This is 8 
bit character set. 28 = 256 characters

23 What is UNICODE? Covers all major languages including such symbols as

emojis.     Unicode is 24 bit character set

224 characters > 16 million.






